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YARDstick is a design automation tool for custom processor development flows that focuses on analysis, ultra-fast algorithms for custom instruction generation and selection with user-defined Thank you archc.org for all the (free) fish!

Race logic synthesis for ESL-based large-scale integrated circuit design. Injection of supplemental computer instructions. Image processor for intra-surgical optical coherence tomographic imaging of laser Napa. Silver Fish LLC, 9023209. Method and apparatus for drain switching with replication loop for fast LED. Then, fast-forward to November, 2012, Altera announced that they had created. A clean x86 co-processor instruction set interface would be really cool too. It wouldn't take much for custom optimized OpenCL libraries for the FPGA fabric. Model-based design, high-level synthesis, and alternative flows like Altera's. Item Condition NEW. Product Number 20BT007EAU. Brand LENOVO. Processor Detail by a high-performance SSD for fast boot and a 1TB HDD for storage. Phone jack. Comes with a stand as pictured, instruction manuals and is in custom air intake, aftermarket headers and a custom exhaust.